Preoperative CT examination for accurate and safe anterior spinal instrumentation surgery with endoscopic approach.
The purpose of this article is to introduce a new procedure for the surgical planning of thoracic anterior spinal instrumentation via endoscopy. For accurate and safe anterior screw insertion via the endoscopic approach, we devised a surgical plan based on the preoperative chest computed tomography (CT) findings obtained with radiographic markers. Using this method, we performed endoscopic thoracic spinal instrumentation surgery in 14 patients. Nine patients underwent anterior endoscopic correction and fusion of idiopathic scoliosis by Cotrel-Dubousset instrumentation, and five patients underwent anterior endoscopic spinal fixation with instrumentation. The accuracy of screw insertion was evaluated postoperatively by CT scanning. One interbody fusion cage and 53 screws were inserted in the 14 patients using endoscopy. Postoperative CT scans revealed that the screws were all accurately inserted without any neurologic complications. In conclusion, using this novel procedure for surgical planning based on CT findings obtained with radiographic markers, anterior screws can be inserted safely and accurately via an endoscopic approach.